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Abstract		
Few	 earth	 bound	 laboratory	 experiments	 have	 been	 conducted	

with	 the	 aim	 of	 detecting	 Dark	 Energy	 interactions	with	 Standard	
Matter.	 One	 experiment	 was	 conducted	 by	 the	 CHASE	 Group	 at	
Fermilab	 but	 found	 no	 evidence	 of	 predicted	 interactions.	 	 This	
proposal	 seeks	 to	 repeat	 the	 experiment	 	 focusing	 on	 three	 key	
improvements:	1)	Photo-Luminescent	background	elimination	thus	
covering	 the	 decays	 occurring	 during	 the	 first	 120	 seconds	 of	
afterglow	 	 2)	 Optimization	 of	 timing	 window,	 	 collecting	 data	 for	
only	 90%	 of	 chameleon	 decays	 during	 timing	 window,	 and	 	 3)	
Improving	detection	solid	angle	by	 four	orders	of	magnitude.	With	
these	 improvements,	 we	 can	 explore	 the	 coupling	 constant	 range	
1012	 ≤	 βγ	 ≤	 1017.	 PHADE/ACES	 requires	 no	 beam	 time,	 is	
assembled	with	equipment	not	in	use,	and	has	a	very	small	budget.		
And	yet	the	possibility	of	significant	discovery	exits.		

1.		Introduction		
Cosmological	observations	show	that	our	universe	is	expanding	at	a	rate	that	
cannot	 be	 explained	 by	 presently	 known	 physics.	 Invoking	 the	 concept	 of	
Dark	Energy,	one	theory	accounting	for	this	expansion	and	without	violating	
known	 physics,	 suggest	 observable	 evidence	 of	 Dark	 Energy	 is	 possible	 in	
earth	 bound	 laboratories	 via	 coupling	 of	 photons	with	magnetic	 field.	 This	
coupling	 is	mediated	by	 a	Dark	Energy	 scalar	field	 and	 results	 in	 a	particle	
with	 an	 effective	 mass	 that	 depends	 on	 its	 local	 environment,	 earning	 the	
name	 “chameleon.”	 This	 characteristic	 means	 that	 when	 chameleons	 are	
created	inside	a	vacuum	chamber	they	cannot	escape	the	chamber.	They	can,	
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however,	 return	 to	 photons	 by	 the	 same	 coupling	 mechanism.	 The	
production	of	chameleons	and	their	subsequent	decay	forms	the	basis	of	the	
proposed	 experiment:	 to	 discover,	 detect	 and	 measure	 the	 after-glow	 of	
chameleons.		
The	afterglow	experimental	technique	we	propose	is	to	shine	a	laser	beam	

through	a	vacuum	chamber	inside	a	strong	magnetic	field.		According	to	some	
theoretical	models,	a	dark	energy	scalar	field	mediates	the	coupling	of	laser	
photons	with	the	magnetic	field	thus	generating	a	chameleon	“gas”	in	the	
vacuum	chamber.	Once	equilibrium	is	established	between	chameleon	
generation	and	decay,	the	source	laser	is	turned	off.	Detectors	will	then	
record	the	resulting	after-glow	photon	flux.	ACES	incorporates	three	
significant	improvements	over	previous	efforts:			

1 Elimination	of	Photo-Luminescence	backgrounds		

2 Optimizing	Timing	Windows		

3 Improving	Detection	Solid	Angles.		
	
1.1	Relevant	Formalism		

The	probability	per	photon	for	chameleon	generation,	and	vice	versa,	can	be	
shown	to	be:	[1]	
	
	
	
	
	
	
where	βγ	is	the	coupling	constant,	B	is	the	magnetic	field	strength,	L	is	the	
length	of	the	magnetic	field,	MPl	is	the	Plank	mass.	(The	last	equality	comes	
from	expanding	the	sin2	term.)	Detection	of	a	photon	from	a	chameleon	decay	
involves	converting	a	photon	to	a	chameleon,	followed	by	chameleon	
converting	back	to	a	photon.	Thus	afterglow	detection	goes	as	(BL)4	.	Small	
changes	in	the	magnetic	field	has	a	large	effect	in	the	detection	of	afterglow	
photons	from	chameleon	decay.		

1.2	Photo-luminescent	Background		

An	unexpected	large,	decaying,	count	rate	was	seen	by	CHASE	when	their	
data	acquisition	began.	These	photons	were	independent	of	the	magnetic	
field	B,	and	therefore	could	not	be	due	to	chameleons.	CHASE	speculated	that	
this	“orange	glow”	background	was	due	to	temperature	dependent	
luminescence	induced	by	the	source	laser	on	residual	vacuum	grease	left	



over	from	the	original	construction	of	the	Tevatron	dipole.	This	temperature	
dependent	photo-luminescence,	best	explained	by	Jablonski	Diagrams,	[2]	
was	experimentally	demonstrated	by	Cooke	and	Bennett	using	a	UV	light	
source	onto	Apiezon-L	vacuum	grease	and	over	a	temperature	range	from	
ambient	down	to	8

o
K.	[3]	Recently,	measurements	at	Jefferson	Lab	have	

extended	the	range	to	2
o
K.	[4]	Basically,	energetic	photons	can	excite	

molecular	electrons	from	the	ground	state	to	a	higher	state	which,	when	
returning	to	the	ground	state,	can	encounter	a	forbidden	transition.	At	
normal	ambient	temperature,	the	electron	can	bypass	the	forbidden	
transition	via	vibrational,	rotational,	or	other	non-radiative	levels.	However,	
if	the	molecule	is	cooled,	the	available,	non	radiating	transition	paths	are	
fewer	and	fewer,	forcing	the	electron	to	radiatively	return	to	the	ground	
state.	This	is	the	reason	for	the	large	background	in	CHASE’s	data.	At	4

o
K	the	

green	laser	light	induced	orange	luminescence	in	the	residual	vacuum	grease	
in	the	Tevatron	dipole’s	vacuum	chamber.	The	relevance	to	the	proposed	
ACES	effort	is	significant.	ACES	will	operate	with	a	very	clean	vacuum	
chamber	at	room	temperature	and	thus	would	not	have	to	contend	with	such	
photoluminescence	phenomena.		

1.3	Half-lives	and	Timing	Windows		

The	relationship	between	chameleon	decay	constant	and	coupling	constant	is	
shown	to	be:	[1]	

Γ!"# = 9 × 10!! × 𝛽! 10!" !	
	
	
The	afterglow	photon	flux	will	have	the	decay	form:		

−Γdect	
F	(t)=	F	(0)	×	e		

which,	in	terms	of	half-life,	is:		

	
	
	
	
	
	
Within	four	half-lives,	more	than	90%	of	chameleons	in	the	chamber	when	
the	laser	is	turned	off,	will	have	decayed.	Therefore	useful	data	collection	
should	occur	only	during	the	first	4	half-lives.	A	timing	window	longer	than	



that,	not	only	is	a	waste	of	time,	it	accumulates	unnecessary	background.	
Since	we	don’t	know	the	value	of	βγ,	a	prudent	search	strategy	is	needed.	
Qualitatively,	small	coupling	constant	values	will	result	in	weak	coupling	and	
long	half-lives.	Large	values	result	in	strong	coupling	and	short	half	lives	that	
could	completely	decay	away	between	the	time	the	laser	is	shut	off	and	the	
detectors	start	recording.	A	timing	window	that	would	not	be	too	long	or	too	
short,	should	be	used	for	the	initial	search.	For	example,	assuming	the	
coupling	constant	is	on	the	order	of	1014,	the	half-life	would	be	in	seconds,	
not	hours	nor	microseconds.	Thus	an	initial	timing	window	for	ACES	would	
be	4	seconds.	If	afterglow	is	detected,	the	timing	window	can	be	shortened	to	
1	or	0.5	seconds	in	order	to	measure	the	half-life.	ACES	equipment	can	
explore	the	range:	

1013	≤	βγ	≤	1017		

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

1.4	Detection	Solid	Angle		

Soon	after	chameleons	are	generated,	their	motion	becomes	isotropic	due	to	
scattering	off	residual	gas	in	the	chamber	and	imperfections	in	the	surface	of	
the	chamber	walls.	Consequently	photons	from	decaying	chameleons	will	
also	be	isotropic.	The	CHASE	experiment	was	such	that	only	photons	

Figure 1:	Half	life	vs.	coupling	constant.	The	shaded	region	indicates	the	search	range	for	
ACES.	For	example,	if	βγ	=	1014,	90%	of	the	chameleon	population	at	t=0	,	would	have	
decayed	in	4	seconds.	Thus	the	detection	timing	window	ACES	would	be	4	seconds.	Note	
the	timing	window	for	βγ	=	1012,	the	focus	of	CHASE,	would	be	about	12	hours.	



traveling	along	the	vacuum	chamber	axis	were	counted	by	the	detecting	PMT.	
The	detection	solid	angle	for	CHASE	was	on	the	order	of	10−4	sr.	[1]		
	
The	ACES	system	incorporates	a	glass	tube	lining	the	vacuum	chamber	wall	
which	acts	as	an	optical	fiber	capturing	photons	and	redirecting	them	
towards	the	detector.	The	resulting	solid	angle	for	detection	is	on	the	order	of	
π.	An	additional	benefit	of	the	glass	tube	liner	is	the	separation	of	afterglow	
photons	from	chameleons,	since,	by	their	very	nature,	chameleons	cannot	
enter	the	solid	material,	but	photons	can.		
	
	
2.	PHADE/ACES	Configuration		

Depicted	in	Figure	2,	is	the	basic	configuration	of	the	PHADE/ACES	System.	
Source	photons	are	from	a	commercial	table-top	laser	connected	to	a	vacuum	
chamber.	Part	of	the	chamber	is	inside	the	dipole	that	provides	the	coupling	
magnetic	field.	A	shutter	between	the	laser	and	the	vacuum	system	window	
will	be	open	for	source	photons	and	closed	for	afterglow	acquisition.	Shutters	
in	front	of	DET/cameras	will	be	closed	during	laser	ON	and	open	during	
afterglow	acquisition.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
3.	ACES-CHASE	Comparison		

The	fact	that	detection	of	chameleon	decay	goes	as	(BL)4	tends	to	dismiss	
discussions	of	the	possibility	for	meaningful	results	with	the	JLab	system.	

Figure	 2:	 PHADE/ACES	 Configuration.	 Source	 photons,	 shown	 in	 green,	 pass	 through	 a	window	
into	the	pre-chamber,	 through	a	hole	 in	a	mirror	(red),	and	 into	the	dipole	field	(maroon)	where	
chameleons	are	generated.	The	photon	beam	 is	 absorbed	 in	a	dump.	Chameleons,	 trapped	in	the	
vacuum	 chamber,	 bouncing	 around,	 rapidly	 become	 isotropic,	 decaying	 back	 into	photons	when	
their	motion	takes	them	through	the	magnetic	field.	Decay	photons	captured	by	the	glass	sleeve	are	
directed	to	the	camera.	



However,	the	three	enhancements	ACES	uses	shows	otherwise		as	illustrated	
in	Table	1.			Assuming	the	afterglow	of	CHASE	at	t=0	to	be	approximately	

F(t=0)	=		108	/sec,	for βγ	=	1014	,	ACES	should	yield	a	count	rate	on	the	order	
of	109	/sec.	(24*1E+8).	Key	to	this	approach	is	lining	the	vacuum	chamber	
with	the	glass	tube.	Note	the	bonus	feature:	the	glass	liner	will	separate	
afterglow	photons	from	chameleons.		
	
                                                 Table 1:  ACES/CHASE comparison for βγ = 1014 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Parameter	 CHASE	 ACES	

B	(T)	 1.7	 1.7	

L	(m)	 6	 1	

(BL)4	 1.10E+04	 8.40E+00	

Ω 1.00E-04	 3.10E+00	

(BL)4	Ω	 1.10E+00	 2.60E+01	

ACES	/	CHASE	 24	

If	at	t	=	0,	 CHASE	 ACES	

chameleon	population	is:	 1.0E+08	 2.4E+09	

Then	detectable	afterglow	is:	 1.0E+03	 6.0E+08	



4.	Experimental	Procedures	(requiring	zero	beam	time)	
The	modified	 afterglow	measurement	 technique	 ACES	 proposes	 consists	 of	
the	following	steps:		

4.1	 Set-up.	
• Acquire	all	components:	vacuum	system,	optical	system,	
detector/camera	system,	data	acquisition/storage,	and	magnet	system.	

• Obtain	safety	training	certification	of	anyone	working	with	the	system,	
including	readiness	operations	documentation.		

• Assemble	and	test	each	system,	ensure	light-tight-ness	of	
configuration..		

4.2	Commissioning.	

	Commission	full	system	without	magnetic	field	but	with	selected	timing	
windows	using	phosphorescent	target.	

4.3		PHADE	measurements	

Conduct	PHADE	procedures	using	low	power	laser	pen	pointers	to	determine	
optimum	glass	liner.	

4.4	 Incorporate	table-top	laser,	dipole,	and	power	supply.	

Install	table-top	laser,		dipole,	power	supply,	and	certify	system	is	safe.	

4.5	ACES	measurements	–	backgrounds.	
	
With	B-field	=	0,		shine	table-top	laser	beam	through	vacuum	chamber	lined	
with	glass	tube	exposing	the	system	to	a	set	time,	e.g.,	10	seconds.			Shut	off	
source	laser	and	acquire	a	set	of	sequential	images	covering	wide	range	of	
timing	window	shown	in		Figure	1.			
	
4.6	ACES	measurements	–	chameleon	search.	
	
With		B-	field	=	1.7	Tesla,	acquire	a	full	set	of	timing	window	data	matching	
data	in	step	4.5.		

	

	



4.7	Analysis	

Compare	results	of	step	4.5	with	with	step	4.6.	For	any	timing	window	
showing	significant	difference	between	B=0	and	B=1.7	T,	repeat	the	
measurements.		

4.8	Follow-on	measurements.	

If	significant	afterglow	is	found,	measure	the	half	life	and	thus	obtain	the		
coupling	constant	value.	

4.9	Results	Report.	
Prepare	final	report	and	submit	for	peer	review.	This	will	include,	for	
example,	the	region	of	parameter	space	explored.	Figure	3	shows	the	
parameter	space	explored	by	various	experiments.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
5.	Expected	results	
	
There	are	three	likely	outcomes.	The	first	is	that,	for	whatever	reason,	
insufficient	data	is	collected	to	draw	any	conclusion.	The	second	is	that	no	
evidence	of	chameleons	is	found,	but	due	to	the	parameter	space	overlap	
with	other	experiments,	we	confirm	that	chameleons,	if	they	exist	at	all,	
cannot	be	generated	under	these	conditions.	This	is	a	valid	result.	The	third	
possibility,	of	course,	is	that	repeatable	evidence	for	chameleon	afterglow	is	
measured.			
	
	
	
	
	

	 	 ACES	  

Figure 3: Parameter space explored by various experiments. ACES, in yellow, overlaps many. 



6.	Budgets	&	Schedules	
	
6.1	Equipment	and	Labor	
	
The	 proposed	 PHADE/ACES	 budget	 (equipment	 &	 labor)	 is	 summarized	 in	
the	 following	table.	Equipment	needed	 is	 in	two	categories:	 JLab	equipment	
(currently	 not	 in	 use)	 and	 new	 items	 (purchased	 by	 CW&M).	 Staffing	 and	
level	of	effort	are	also		shown.		
	
Table 2:  PHADE/ACES Equipment & Labor Budget requirements. This proposal requests funding for JLab staff 
indicated by an asterisk in the third column.   

JLab	equipment		 New	equipment	(CWM)	 Staffing	(Level	of	effort	%)	
PIXIS	Camera		 breadboard	(18"	x	24")	 James	R	Boyce,	CWM,	(100%)	
vacuum	pump	&	valve	 shutter	&	controller	 Dennis	Manos	,	CWM,	(1%)	
Table-top	Laser	 mirror	w/	hole	 Brianna	Thorpe,	ASU,	(20%)	
Pre-Chamber		 LightField	(Camera	Software)	 Andrei	Afanasev,	GWU	&	JLab,	(5%)	
LIPSS	Dipole	 Viewports	(2)	 *Mahlon	Long,	JLab,	(10%)	
Dipole	Power	Supply	 Glass	tubes	 *Carl	Zorn,	JLab,	(3%)	
DG535	Dual	pulse	generator	 CF	flange	vacuum	chamber	 *George	Biallas,	JLab,	(2%)	
	 64=bit	PC	 *Jim	Coleman,	JLab,		(1%)	
	 Power	meter	(Laser	dump)	 *Electricians,	JLab,	(0.5%)	
	 	 *Vacuum	Tech,	JLab,		(0.5%)	
	
6.2	 Schedule	
	
PHADE	is	expected	to	be	completed	on	two	months.	That	is,	by	the	end	of	
July,	2016.		
ACES	could	be	completed	by	in	the	following	two	months.	The	more	likely	
scenario	is	six	months	after	PHADE.		
	
7.	Summary	
	
The	case	has	been	made	for	conducting	a	two	part	investigation:	PHADE	and	
ACES.		Both	parts	will	use	an	afterglow	technique	similar	to	the	CHASE	effort	
at	 Fermilab.	 PHADE	 will	 show	 that	 a	 glass	 liner	 in	 the	 vacuum	 tube	 will	
dramatically	increase	the	solid	angle	for	detection	of	afterglow	photons.	Two	
additional	 improvements:	 elimination	 of	 photoluminescence	 background,	
and	 choosing	 efficient	 timing	windows	will	 be	 used	 by	 ACES	 to	 search	 for	
chameleon	manifestations	of	Dark	Energy.	The	parameter	space	explored	by	
ACES	 will	 cover	 several	 orders	 of	 magnitude	 and	 will	 overlap	 regions	
examined	by	other	experiments.	Requiring	no	beam	time	and	only	equipment	
not	in	use,	this	effort	has	the	potential	for	significant,	high	value	discoveries,	
with	very		little	cost.			
The		PHADE/ACES		Team	requests	concurrence	and	approval	by	PAC44.	
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We report the first results from the GammeV search for chameleon particles, which may be created via

photon-photon interactions within a strong magnetic field. Chameleons are hypothesized scalar fields that

could explain the dark energy problem. We implement a novel technique to create and trap the reflective

particles within a jar and to detect them later via their afterglow as they slowly convert back into photons.

These measurements provide the first experimental constraints on the couplings of chameleons to photons.
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Introduction.—Recent cosmological observations have
demonstrated with increasing significance the existence of
cosmic acceleration, usually attributed to a negative pres-
sure substance known as ‘‘dark energy’’ [1–3]. A major
effort is under way to discover the properties of dark
energy, including its couplings to standard model fields.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to solving this problem
lies in the techniques used to probe dark energy.
Specifically, our inference of the properties of dark en-
ergy have so far come only from observational cos-
mology data. While the results so far are striking, these
techniques are limited in that there are very few, if any,
techniques available to separate between different theoreti-
cal models of dark energy. This is compounded by the
extraordinary difficulty in measuring with enough preci-
sion the equation of state parameter w, and its variation in
time.

In this Letter, we will illustrate for the first time how
dark energy models may be tested in the laboratory. Unless
protected by a symmetry, the dark energy particle should
be coupled to all other forms of matter by quantum cor-
rections. Such couplings can lead to equivalence principle
violations [4], fifth forces [5], variations in standard model
parameters such as the fine structure constant, and un-
expected interactions between known particles. The cha-
meleon mechanism [6,7], by which a matter coupling
and a nonlinear self-interaction conspire to give a field an
environment-dependent effective mass, resolves these is-
sues, while providing a candidate for dark energy.
Crucially, chameleon fields can have small masses on
cosmological scales, while acquiring large masses locally
in order to evade fifth force searches [6–11] while also
causing the accelerated expansion observed today.
Chameleon dark energy is perhaps most compelling be-
cause the very nature of chameleon interactions, if they

exist, makes it possible for us to observe them and measure
their properties in a diverse array of laboratory tests and
space tests of gravity [6,7,12].
Chameleons can couple strongly to all matter particles

with no violations of known physics. Chameleons may also
couple to photons via �F2 type terms where F�� is the

electromagnetic field strength tensor. Such a coupling al-
lows photon-chameleon oscillations in the presence of an
external magnetic field. The chameleon mechanism en-
sures that a chameleon with large couplings to matter
will become massive inside typical laboratory materials.
A chameleon may be trapped inside a ‘‘jar’’ if its total
energy is less than its effective mass within the material of
the walls of the jar. In this case, the walls reflect the
incoming chameleons. Chameleons produced from photon
oscillations in an optically transparent jar can then be
confined until they regenerate photons, which emerge as
an afterglow once the original photon source is turned off
[13–15]. The GammeV experiment in its second incarna-
tion is designed to search for such an afterglow and to
measure or constrain the possible coupling of meV mass
chameleons to photons. Probing this low scale in a way
complementary to astrophysics may be the key to under-
standing the ðmeVÞ4 dark energy density.
Chameleon phenomenology.—A chameleon scalar field

� coupled to matter and photons has an action of the form
[8]

S ¼
Z

d4x

�
� 1

2
@��@��� Vð�Þ � e�=M�

4
F��F��

þLmðe2�=Mmg��; c
i
mÞ
�

(1)

where g�� is the metric, Vð�Þ is the chameleon potential,

and Lm is the Lagrangian for matter.
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For simplicity, we consider a universal coupling to
matter �m ¼ MPl=Mm, where MPl ¼ 2:4� 1018 GeV is
the reduced Planck mass and Mm is the mass scale asso-
ciated with the coupling descending from the theory.
Theories with large extra dimensions allow matter cou-
plings �m much stronger than gravity, while a rough upper
bound of �m & 1016 is obtained from particle colliders
[16,17], corresponding to Mm > 100 GeV. We allow for
a different coupling to electromagnetism, �� ¼ MPl=M�,

through the electromagnetic field strength tensor F��. This

term resembles the dilaton-photon coupling �e�2�F2 in
string theory.

The nontrivial couplings to matter and the electromag-
netic field induce an effective potential

Veffð�; ~xÞ ¼ Vð�Þ þ e�m�=MPl�mð ~xÞ þ e���=MPl��ð ~xÞ;
(2)

where we have defined the effective electromagnetic field

density �� ¼ 1
2 ðj ~B2j � j ~Ej2Þ (for scalars) or �� ¼ ~E � ~B

(for pseudoscalars) rather than the energy density. The
expectation value h�i, the minimum of Veff , and thus the

effective mass of the chameleon (meff �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2Veff=d�

2
p

),
depends on the density of both background matter and
electromagnetic fields. This dependence is crucial; the
afterglow phenomenon requires that the particles have
large mass in the walls of the jar (to ensure containment)
but that they remain sufficiently light inside the jar to allow
coherent, constructive chameleon-photon oscillations over
the dimensions of the jar. For a large range of potentials,
the effective mass scales with ambient density asmeffð�Þ /
��, for � of order unity. For example, with power law
models Vð�Þ / �n with n > 2, or chameleon dark energy
models [8], Vð�Þ ¼ �4 expð�n=�nÞ with � ¼ 2:3 meV
and n > 0, we find 0<�< 1. Here, n is allowed to be
any real number. As discussed below, our limits on �� will

only be valid for models in which the predicted density
scaling is strong enough that both the coherence condition
and the containment condition can be satisfied.

GammeV apparatus.—The GammeV apparatus, de-
scribed in [18] and shown in Fig. 1, consists of a long
stainless steel cylindrical vacuum chamber inserted into
the bore of a B ¼ 5 T, L ¼ 6 m Tevatron dipole magnet.
The entrance and exit of the chamber are sealed with BK7
glass vacuum windows. A 20 Hz pulsed Nd:YAG laser
emits ! ¼ 2:33 eV photons into the chamber at a rate of
F� � 1019 photons= sec. The 1 cm�1 linewidth of the laser

is sufficiently large to span the discrete energy levels of the
trapped chameleons.
Interactions with the magnetic field cause each photon to

oscillate into a superposition of photon and chameleon
states. This superposition can be measured through colli-
sions with the windows; chameleons bounce, while pho-
tons pass through. In order to populate the jar with cha-
meleons, the laser is operated continuously for �pr � 5 h.

After emerging through the exit window of the chamber,
the beam is reflected back through the chamber in order to
increase the chameleon production rate and facilitate
monitoring of the laser power.
During the afterglow phase of the experiment, the laser

is turned off and a low noise photomultiplier tube (PMT)
placed at the exit window is uncovered. Chameleons inter-
acting with the magnetic field convert back into photons,
some of which escape to be detected by the PMT. Data are
taken in two separate runs, with the laser polarization
either aligned with or perpendicular to the magnetic field,
to search for pseudoscalar as well as scalar chameleons.
Throughout the production and afterglow phases, a pres-

sure Pchamber � 10�7 Torr is maintained inside the vacuum
chamber using a turbomolecular pump connected to a
roughing pump. Because the low-mass chameleons are
highly relativistic inside the chamber, the turbo pump
simply acts as extra volume (0:026 m3) for the chame-
leons. The positive displacement roughing pump is how-
ever the weakest ‘‘wall’’ of the chamber, and chameleons
must be able to reflect on the higher pressure Ppump ¼
1:9� 10�3 Torr residual gas at the intake of the roughing
pump. The position-dependent meff acts as a classical
potential for the chameleon particle. A semiclassical tun-
neling calculation indicates that chameleons will be con-
fined in the chamber over the duration of the data runs
(1013 reflections) if ðmeff �!Þ> 10�6 eV at all bounda-
ries of the apparatus. Also, our experiment is only sensitive
to models in which meff is sufficiently small in the regions

away from the walls to allow coherent oscillations:meff �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4	!=L

p ¼ 9:8� 10�4 eV. If meff is dominated by inter-
actions with the residual gas rather than by interactions
with the magnetic energy density, then defining meff �
m0ðP=PpumpÞ�, our constraints on �� are valid for !<

m0 <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4	!=L

p ðPpump=PchamberÞ� and hence � * 0:8

which saturates these inequalities. Since in our apparatus,
�m � �� � 2� 10�13g=cm3, the experiment is mainly

sensitive to models in which �m � �� which in addition

predict large density scaling �.
Expected signal.—In terms of the coupling ��, and meff

in the chamber, the chameleon production probability [19–
21] per photon is

P pr ¼
4�2

�B
2!2

M2
Plm

4
eff

sin2
�
m2

effL

4!

�
: (3)

A particle that has just reflected from one of the chamber
windows is in a pure chameleon state. Repeated bouncesFIG. 1. The GammeV apparatus.
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off of imperfectly aligned windows and the chamber walls
cause chameleon momenta to become isotropic. As a
chameleon passes through the magnetic field region, it
oscillates between the photon and chameleon states. In

the small mixing angle limit, the photon amplitude ~��

due to this oscillation is given by

�
� @2

@t2
� k2

�
~�� ¼ k��B

MPl

k̂� ðx̂� k̂Þ��; (4)

where �� � 1 is the chameleon amplitude, k � ! is the

momentum, and k̂ and x̂ are unit vectors in the direction of
the particle momentum and the magnetic field, respec-
tively. The chameleon decay rate corresponding to a parti-

cular direction (
, ’) is ½j ~��ð
;’Þj2 þ P absð
;’Þ	=�tð
Þ
evaluated at the exit window, where 
 is the direction with
respect to the cylinder axis, P abs is the total probability of
photon absorption in the chamber walls, and �tð
Þ ¼
‘tot= cosð
Þ is the time required to traverse the ‘tot �
12:3 m chamber. We model a bounce from the chamber
wall as a partial measurement in which the photon ampli-

tude is attenuated by a factor of f1=2ref , where fref is the

reflectivity. The mean decay rate �dec per chameleon is
found by averaging over 
 and ’. Although the cylinder
walls are not polished, a low absorptivity 1� fref ¼ 0:1 is
assumed in order to overpredict the coherent build up of
photon amplitude over multiple bounces. As described
below, this overprediction of the decay rate results in a
more conservative limit on the coupling constant. We
obtain �dec ¼ 9:0� 10�5ð��=10

12Þ2 Hz.

While the laser is on, new chameleons are produced at
the rate of F�P pr and decay at the rate of N��dec. After a

time �pr the laser is turned off, and the chamber contains

NðmaxÞ
� ¼ F�P pr�

�1
decð1� e��dec�prÞ chameleon particles.

For our apparatus, this saturates at 3:6� 1012 for �� *

1012 and small meff . The contribution to the afterglow
photon rate from nonbouncing chameleon trajectories is

FaftðtÞ ¼
�detfvolfescF�P 2

prc

‘tot�dec

ð1� e��dec�prÞe��dect; (5)

for t 
 0, where t ¼ 0 is the time at which the laser is
turned off. The detector efficiency �det contains the 0.92
optical transport efficiency, as well as the 0.387 quantum
efficiency and 0.7 collection efficiency of the PMT.
Because chameleons in the turbo pump region do not
regenerate photons, we consider only the chameleons in
the cylindrical chamber, which represents a volume frac-
tion fvol ¼ 0:40 of the total population.

In order to set conservative, model-independent limits,
we consider only the afterglow from the fraction fesc ¼
5:3� 10�7 of chameleons which travel the entire distance
‘tot from entrance to exit windows without colliding with
the chamber walls, and are focussed by a 2 in. lens onto the
PMT. While many chameleons that bounce from the walls
may also produce photons which reach the detector (in-
deed, most of the photons that can reach the detector are on
bouncing trajectories), such collisions result in a model-
dependent chameleon-photon phase shift [22] which can
affect the coherence of the oscillation on bouncing trajec-
tories. Figure 2 shows the prediction for the minimum
afterglow signal consisting of only the direct light, and
attenuated by the fastest possible decay rate �dec in Eq. (5).
This afterglow rate is plotted for several values of the
photon-chameleon coupling ��. Nonobservation of this

underpredicted rate sets the most conservative limits.
Results.—After turning the laser off, we collect after-

glow data for 1 h on the PMT cathode. Table I shows
relevant data for both of the data runs including: the total
integration time during the filling stage, the total number of
photons which passed through the chamber, a limit on the
vacuum quality (which can affect the chameleon mass and
hence the coherence length of the oscillations), the length
of the afterglow observation run, the time gap between
filling the chamber and observing the afterglow, the mean
observed trigger rate, and the limits on �� for coherent

oscillations.
In order to minimize the effects of systematic uncertain-

ties due to fluctuations in the dark rate, we compare the
expected afterglow signal averaged over the entire obser-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Expected afterglow rate for various
values of ��. The solid curves are for chameleons with masses

of 10�4 eV while the dotted curves are for 5� 10�4 eV cha-
meleons. Our observation time window for pseudoscalar chame-
leons is shown shaded in yellow; the corresponding time window
for scalar chameleons is shifted to the right by about 700 sec.

TABLE I. Summary of data for both configurations.

Configuration Fill Time (s) # photons Vacuum (Torr) Observation (s) Offset (s) Mean Rate (Hz) Excluded (low meff)

Pseudoscalar 18 324 2.39e23 2e-7 3602 319 123 6:2e11<�� < 1:0e13
Scalar 19 128 2.60e23 1e-7 3616 1006 101 5:0e11<�� < 6:4e12
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vation time to the mean signal observed by the PMT. The
dominant uncertainty in our measurements of the afterglow
rate is the systematic uncertainty in the PMT dark rate. We
estimate this quantity, using data from [18], by averaging
the count rate in each of the 55 nonoverlapping samples
approximately 1 h in length. The dark rate, computed by
averaging the sample means, is 115 Hz, with a standard
deviation of 12.0 Hz. No excess is seen in the chameleon
data runs over this mean dark rate and all measured rates
are well below the �600 Hz maximum throughput of our
data acquisition system. The systematic variation in the
dark rate is much larger than the statistical uncertainty in
the individual sample means. Thus our 3� upper bound on
the mean afterglow rate is 36 Hz above the mean of the data
rate for each run, after the 115 Hz average dark rate has
been subtracted.

For each meff and �� we use (5) to compute the total

number of excess photons predicted within the observation
time window. Figure 3 shows the regions excluded by
GammeV in the (meff , ��) parameter space for scalar

and pseudoscalar chameleon particles. At meff nearffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4	!=L

p ¼ 9:8� 10�4 eV, our exclusion region is lim-
ited by destructive interference in chameleon production.
At higher meff , a larger �� is needed to produce an equiva-

lent nonbouncing minimum signal rate. However, for
�� * 1013 our sensitivity diminishes because, as shown

in Fig. 2, the chameleon decay time ��1
dec in GammeV could

be less than the few hundred seconds required to switch
on the PMT. Our constraints could be extended to higher
�� by more quickly switching on our detector, by re-

ducing the magnetic field strength, and/or by making
the chamber walls less reflective to reduce �dec. Finally,
at low �� we are limited by our uncertainty in the PMT

dark rate. At low �dec, Eq. (5) reduces to a constant rate
Faft � �detfvolfescF�P 2

prc=‘tot, which, for �� & 5� 1011,

is below our detection threshold. In summary, GammeV
has carried out the first search for chameleon afterglow, a
unique signature of photon-coupled chameleons. Figure 3

presents conservative constraints in a model-independent
manner, over a restricted range of chameleon models.
Improvements to this experimental setup have the potential
to open up the chameleon parameter space to testability.
Hopefully, this work will inspire others to consider alter-
native ways to test for dark energy—in high and even low
energy experiments.
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